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Abstract: Online status indicators (or OSIs, i.e., interface elements that communicate whether a user is online) can leak potentially sensitive information about
users. In this work, we analyze 184 mobile applications
to systematically characterize the existing design space
of OSIs. We identified 40 apps with OSIs across a variety of genres and conducted a design review of the OSIs
in each, examining both Android and iOS versions of
these apps. We found that OSI design decisions clustered into four major categories, namely: appearance,
audience, settings, and fidelity to actual user behavior.
Less than half of these apps allow users change the default settings for OSIs. Informed by our findings, we
discuss: 1) how these design choices support adversarial behavior, 2) design guidelines for creating consistent,
privacy-conscious OSIs, and 3) a set of novel design concepts for building future tools to augment users’ ability
to control and understand the presence information they
broadcast. By connecting the common design patterns
we document to prior work on privacy in social technologies, we contribute an empirical understanding of
the systematic ways in which OSIs can make users more
or less vulnerable to unwanted information disclosure.
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Fig. 1. OSIs can contain one or more abstract components: an
icon, text, and other contextual cues. Each component can assume a specific color, relative location, and/or location within the
app.

1 Introduction
Online Status Indicators (OSIs) are user interface
(UI) elements that automatically broadcast information
about when a user comes online or goes offline. When an
OSI shows that a user is actively engaging with an app,
it signals to others that the user is potentially available
for conversation, multi-player gaming, and other social
interactions. When an OSI shows that a user is offline,
it indicates that the user may be unlikely to respond
quickly or unavailable to connect. Although these uses
of OSIs can improve a user’s experience, prior work has
found that OSIs can leak sensitive information [10] such
as sleep-wake routines, workplace distraction, conversational partners, and deviations from daily schedules.
These privacy concerns may be especially pronounced
for people in vulnerable circumstances, such as those experiencing intimate partner violence, a devastating and
widespread problem [29].
Despite the fact that OSIs are known to have problematic consequences for users, we currently lack a robust understanding of how and when OSIs project sensitive information. To what extent are OSIs present in
popular apps and across app genres? How might their
design and implementation affect the inferences that an
observer can draw about a user’s activities? In what
ways and to what extent can users anticipate and control the information their OSIs broadcast?
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Scoped investigations of specific OSIs hint that the
answers to these questions, in certain contexts, may be
quite troubling in terms of under-explored risks to users.
OSIs in WhatsApp can reveal how late a person stays
at a party or who is talking to whom [10], and perpetrators of intimate partner violence have used OSIs to
track their victims [19]. To date, prior work has investigated these questions in one-off contexts but has not
documented the extent to which these trends are pervasive.
To understand how these risks manifest systematically and at scale, we examine OSIs across the mobile
app ecosystem. Building on prior work that surfaces
problems of broad social significance by holistically analyzing the mobile app marketplace [11, 27, 31], we seek
to: 1) characterize the common ways in which OSIs are
designed, and 2) draw on these design themes to assess
the common privacy risks that OSIs pose to users. To
these ends, we conducted a systematic analysis of 184
mobile apps, chosen to include popular apps from a varied genres, and a structured design review of a subset
of 40 apps that use OSIs. We found that OSI design
decisions clustered into subcategories within each of
four different dimensions: appearance, audience, settings, and connection to ground-truth user behaviors.
We evaluated the OSIs of all 40 apps against this taxonomy and differentiated these common design decisions
according to their likelihood of affecting users’ privacy.
OSIs are pervasive and valuable components of mobile apps, and quick-glance awareness of others’ online
status has become a standard feature that users have
come to expect and rely on. Thus, discarding or avoiding
OSIs due to potential privacy risks is not only impractical but at odds with the known value these features
offer to users [28]. Instead, we seek to define with precision the risks that OSIs pose and identify the design
mechanisms that act as vehicles for these risks. In doing
so, we characterize the landscape of current OSI design,
and we contribute design guidance for evolving OSIs
to optimize for both protecting users’ privacy and simultaneously preserving the value that users reap from
sharing presence information with others.
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OSIs. In 2000, Nardi et al. studied 20 people’s use of
Instant Messenger (IM) at work [28]. They identified
“awareness information about the presence of others”
as a key IM feature (i.e., an early implementation of
OSIs that indicated when someone was logged into a
service like AOL Instant Messenger (AIM)). In their
investigation of the benefits that IM can provide in the
workplace, the authors found that presence information made it easier for users to “negotiate availability”
than did email or face-to-face conversations. That is,
presence information let users assess whether it was
a good time to contact someone and also allowed the
recipients to choose a good time to respond. The authors recommended that presence indicators provide
less “awareness information” to give message recipients
plausible deniability as to whether they were actually
online, which participants cited as a useful characteristic
of OSIs in AIM.
A broad body of follow-on work explored the possibilities of using “awareness” to improve online conversation and collaboration. For example, by making
availability information and new messages only peripherally noticeable, IM conversations may become less
distracting when users are busy [3, 12]. Other work
proposed to help users navigate online conversations by
incorporating data sources such as their online calendar
and physical sensors to show and/or predict availability
(or lack thereof) rather than mere presence [5, 21, 22].
Protocols such as XMPP [34] were developed to create
a unified instant messaging experience (including OSIs)
across multiple services. Although such protocols may
be utilized for server-side implementation of OSIs, our
work presents a client-side understanding.
We use this prior work to inform our understanding
of the aspects that OSI designers and researchers have
previously emphasized based on enhancing the potentially beneficial uses of OSIs. This allows us to take a
more nuanced view of OSIs in order to draw attention to
the tradeoffs between privacy and these other benefits
rather than only identifying how OSIs could compromise privacy.

2.2 Privacy Risks of OSIs

2 Related Work
2.1 Understanding OSIs
A substantial amount of research, going back many
years, has explored features that we would refer to as

Many studies have found that tracking OSI information
(e.g., collecting data about what apps someone uses,
for how long, and patterns of usage) can be used to
infer substantially more about a user’s real-world and
online activity [6, 8, 10, 13]. For example, Buchenscheit
et al. collected online status information for groups
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of friends using WhatsApp. They found that online
status can reveal the time people awaken or go to bed,
their typical schedules, whether they deviate from those
schedules, if they are using apps while at work, and, in
some cases, which people within a group are conversing privately [10]. The authors report that participants
discussed using OSIs to actively monitor or make inferences about their friends’ behaviors, e.g. registering
surprise about how late a friend stayed at a party. Further, the authors discuss potential contexts in which
information leaked via OSIs could be highly sensitive,
for example, when used for surveillance in relationships with power imbalances (e.g., abusive romantic
relationships) or by employers to monitor and predict
employees’ work performance.
Do et al. found that the app(s) someone is using are predictive of a person’s physical location, and
vice versa [13], indicating that the presence information
conveyed by an OSI has the potential to reveal other
sensitive details about an individual. Böhmer and colleagues, among others, further studied these and other
patterns of app use and proposed leveraging them to
create tools that offer just-in-time app suggestions to
users [8]. Wide-scale deployment of such tools in conjunction with existing OSIs could exacerbate a hypothetical adversary’s ability to infer where someone is
located based on the app they are using.
Additional relevant concerns have also emerged in
work whose focus was on topics or contexts besides online status. For example, Hancock et al. studied lies
people tell online, in particular, “butler lies,” which are
frequently used to gracefully exit a conversation (e.g.,
“Sorry, I’ve got to go to sleep now.”) [20]. They hypothesized that since users typically tell butler lies to end
a conversation, they might have preferred to avoid the
conversation altogether; they recommend that apps let
users determine whether specific contacts are able to see
their online status. Several studies by Freed et al. found
that easily accessible information on phones and in apps
was leveraged by abusive partners [14, 15, 26]. Though
they did not mention abuse of OSIs specifically, victims and survivors of domestic abuse might experience
heightened privacy risks due to their partners’ observations of their OSIs. In fact, one research study with a
tangential focus did document an intimate partner violence survivor’s concerns about OSIs [19]. In this work,
we document the common themes in the design of current OSIs to provide an empirical base for evaluating
the privacy risks apps create by adding this feature.
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2.3 Systematic Analyses of Technical
Design Spaces
In generating a taxonomy of OSI design implementations, we drew inspiration from previous Systematization of Knowledge papers, for example, those related
to home IOT security, secure messaging tools, and proposed alternatives to passwords [1, 9, 33]. In these studies, the authors simplified a complex design space by
identifying a small set of axes or categories along which a
topic could be evaluated. For example, to evaluate password alternatives, Bonneau et al. identified 25 specific
benefits that passwords offer, such as a negligible cost to
users, and categorized them into usability, deployability,
and security benefits [9]. These studies demonstrate how
a systematized analysis can identify patterns, find gaps
in literature or design exploration, and scaffold analysis
of emerging ideas or implementations in their respective
domains.
Other work has systematically reviewed mobile app
ecosystems to better characterize the holistic state of
these collective offerings. For example, Ross et al. evaluated the accessibility of mobile apps by conducting a
review of 100 popular apps, finding that 100% had at
least one of nine major accessibility flaws [31]. The authors framed this approach through an epidemiological
lens, likening accessibility flaws to “diseases” and using their analysis to evaluate the overall “health” (with
respect to accessibility) of the app marketplace.
Similarly, Callaghan and colleagues conducted a review of iOS and Android apps that claim to be educational for young children [11]. Despite the apps’ marketing claims, the authors found that very few of the
apps used evidence-based best practices that were conducive to learning, and most were unlikely to offer the
educational benefits promised.
In other work, Meyer et al. reviewed 135 apps for
children and report on a thematic analysis of the ways
in which apps embed advertisements [27], such as commercialized characters, camouflaged game items, banner
ads, and videos gating new game levels. In these and
other investigations, researchers have broadly captured
themes in the technical decisions and design choices
that app developers are making across offerings. In doing so, they have distilled implications of broad social
relevance, such as the accessibility of apps for disabled
users, the educational value of mobile experiences, or
the potential mechanisms by which children could be
exploited by advertisements. Similarly, by holistically
characterizing how mobile app developers currently con-
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struct OSIs, we seek to illuminate thematic ways in
which these interface elements might pose privacy risks.

3 Methodology
To create a taxonomy of OSIs, we first needed to identify a set of apps to evaluate. We identified 184 apps,
40 of which ended up having OSIs. Then, we applied
an iterative analysis process to explore OSI design patterns in these 40 apps. This iterative process resulted in
a rigorous set of analysis steps for each app, as shown in
Figure 2 and described in Section 3.3. Primary analysis
occurred between June 4 and September 14, 2018, and
focused on Android apps. A secondary analysis, focused
on iOS apps, occurred in November 2019. The scope of
our observation was limited to smartphone apps. Note
that the implementation of OSIs in mobile apps may
differ for desktop or browser-based versions of the same
app. Additionally, since app companies may at any time
be A/B testing their products, exact behaviors or interfaces we observed in an app may not represent what all
users would have seen during the study period.
While we considered automated analysis processes,
such as analyzing the client-side app code, we quickly
determined that critical aspects of OSIs can be observed
only via real-time interactions between multiple user
accounts. Such interactivity cannot be completely captured in client-side code. Additionally, automated analysis is well-suited for observing known patterns; however,
our study goal was to identify previously unknown aspects of OSIs. Thus, we used a manual analysis process,
which, although cumbersome, allowed us to incorporate
several aspects of OSIs into our taxonomy that we would
not have considered if we had been automating the app
analysis process. Future work could automate observations of OSIs using the taxonomy we present, in order to
observe a substantially larger set of apps or collect longitudinal data about changes to OSI designs, but these
questions were beyond the scope of this work.

3.1 Identifying Apps for Analysis
Our goal was to comprehensively explore OSI design
patterns for a set of apps representing a broad set of
app genres and target users. However, the limitation of
manual analysis required that we choose a manageable
number of apps for analysis. Because we sought to generate a rich taxonomy of OSI designs across a variety

Fig. 2. Workflow for systematically analyzing OSI design patterns.

of popular apps, rather than to simply reach conclusions about OSIs in popular apps, we used the following
diverse criteria to identify popular apps, with an intentional bias toward ones that we expected were likely to
have OSIs:
– Top-rated apps in general: We included the top 50
free apps from the Google Play Store as of June 4,
2018, as archived on App Annie [2].
– Top-rated apps by category: We also included the 5
top-rated free apps in each of 13 categories and the
top 10 free apps in the “social” category as of June
4, 2018, as archived on App Annie (for the Google
Play Store [17]).
– Novice users’ app suggestions: We showed 50 novice
users on Mechanical Turk a screenshot of OSIs from
the browser version of Facebook and asked them to
name 3 apps or services “that you know or believe to
have online status indicators” and 5 apps or services
“that you think might have online status indicators.”
We included 40 apps suggested by these users that
we could find in the Google Play Store.
– App usage patterns: We contacted the authors of a
prior work [24], who shared data from 45 participants’ phone usage behaviors, including which apps
participants had used during a two-week period.
We included the 48 apps used by at least 10% of
participants.
– Expert users’ app suggestions: Finally, we included
27 additional apps based on recommendations from
expert users, including ourselves. For example,
our expertise was informed by conversations with
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teenagers at a university-sponsored CS outreach
event separate from this study, who told us about
the app Yubo.
In total, we identified 184 apps for analysis, listed in
Appendix A.

3.2 Initial Analysis and Reliability Coding
Initial questions for first-round coding of all 184 apps,
conducted by a single researcher, were: (Q1 ) Does this
app have any social features? (Q2 ) Does this app have
OSIs? (Q3 ) If the app has OSIs, can they be turned
off? The researcher took notes of additional observations. Although all 184 apps were free to download, some
required a paid account or special credentials to use.
To explore OSIs despite this limitation, the researcher
based this first round of analysis on information available in the Google Play Store or from online searches
for 16 apps. For 13 apps, the researcher used a personal
account and/or device for analysis.
A second coder independently analyzed Q1, Q2,
and Q3 for 32 apps chosen by the primary coder (i.e.,
9 apps with varied implementations of OSIs and 23
apps without OSIs). For those with OSIs, the second
coder additionally recorded the default audience and
settings for OSIs (if applicable) and took open notes
about other OSI details. Researchers were in agreement
about Q2 except for one app, which only the primary
coder identified as having OSIs. Excluding this app,
coders found the same results regarding the ability to
change app settings for OSIs (Q3 ). Coder agreement
provided confidence that OSIs or OSI settings were not
overlooked in any apps (i.e., no false negatives).
Coders disagreed about whether 4 apps had social
features (Q1 ); although this was not the study’s main
focus, disagreement was resolved by refining our working definition of “social features” as being between two
user accounts (e.g., excluding Hulu and Netflix, where
multiple users log in with the same credentials), excluding users with special permissions or privileges (e.g.,
ABCMouse.com, an educational app, lets parents monitor their children’s progress, but we do not consider
this a social feature since parents have special privileges
within the app); and excluding features that let users
send “invite codes” or share updates outside of the app
(e.g., via a link).
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3.3 Final App Analysis
Through a discussion guided by both coders’ open notes,
the research team generated specific themes related to
the scope, audience, settings, appearance, and how long
it takes before users appear to be online/offline after
opening/closing an app. A final round of analysis was
performed on the 40 apps with OSI settings. Coders were
unable to directly observe OSIs on Android in Steam
and CoffeeMeetsBagel because doing so required paid
accounts. The primary coder conducted a final round of
analysis based on these themes using two factory-reset
Android phones with new SIM cards and the following
systematic analysis protocol:
1. Create Facebook accounts on both phones but do
not connect them as friends. Some apps let users
access substantial amounts of functionality without
creating accounts. For example, many Waze users
may not realize that it is even possible to create an
account because their main reasons for app usage
(i.e., getting directions) can be accomplished without doing so. Our OSI observations were made assuming that users did create accounts, and we did
not classify the extent to which each app could be
used without one.
2. Observe default settings for all Facebook apps
(Facebook, Messenger, Facebook Lite, Messenger
Lite, Messenger Kids).
3. Conduct app analysis for other apps using the
canonical workflow for analyzing a single “typical”
app shown in Figure 2, signing in through Facebook
only when needed.
4. Finish app analysis for Facebook apps.
5. For some apps, we could not connect accounts without the accounts being Facebook friends. In this
case, we observed default settings in those apps at
step (3) and then finished analyzing them as the
final step.
This protocol was designed to account for ordering effects observed in initial app analysis. For example, we
wanted to observe how (or if) an OSI appears to an unconnected user in each app. Because friends are consistent across Facebook apps and some apps automatically
sync friends from Facebook if users sign in to these apps
through Facebook, it was important for these apps to
be analyzed before connecting the accounts as friends
on Facebook. Using new phones and accounts and this
systematic process let us carefully observe default app
settings. Additionally, some aspects of OSIs must be observed at a specific phase in the connection of users (e.g.,
if OSIs are visible to either user once a friend request
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or initial message has been sent but before it has been
accepted or reciprocated).
To account for natural variance in measurement of
time to come online or go offline (Action 10 in Figure 2),
we measured timing information while phones were on
the same wifi network, and we reported timing in coarsegrained buckets. There is substantial nuance in how we
measured the time for users to appear as online or offline. Taking an adversarial mindset, we measured the
approximate granularity with which a focused but not
technically savvy adversary could track another user’s
online status. Thus, the “shortest time” measurement
in Figure 2 denotes that if the adversary could reliably
reduce the time it takes to see an updated OSI by repeatedly refreshing the page or closing and reopening
the app, we did perform those actions. For most apps,
we conducted 5 to 10 timing measurements while varying how the observed user exited the app (e.g., turning
off the phone, going back to the home screen, “hard
quitting the app,” or opening a different app); however,
we collected fewer and less precise measurements for
apps with a time-to-offline that exceeded one hour. We
did not collect timing measurements for apps where we
could not view other research account profiles (i.e., in
dating apps, where users are randomly shown profiles
of other users, and on OfferUp) or for MyFitnessPal
because it took too long for users to appear as offline.
Design Alignment between Android and iOS.
To determine whether the characterizations we made
were specific to the Android ecosystem or extended to
other platforms, we analyzed the iOS version of the same
40 apps with OSIs. To conduct this comparative analysis, we:
1. Confirmed whether the original description of OSI
appearance and scope matched the original analysis
(the UI need not match in every way).
2. Confirmed whether the OSI of another user who was
not yet a contact or connection could be seen.
3. Confirmed whether OSI settings functioned as in
the original analysis.
As reported below, we encountered only minor differences in the design of OSIs on iOS versus Android. Thus,
in our results we report on the original Android analysis, and we note differences between iOS and Android
in Table 1 and 2 and Section 4.6.

4 Results
We now describe the design space of OSIs and the
prevalence of common design patterns. Where applica-
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ble, screenshots were edited to replace identifying information from real users with generic profile photos and
generic user information.
Of the 184 apps we analyzed, 116 had social features
(defined in Section 3 and shown in black, red, or blue in
the table in Appendix A). Of these 116, 40 had OSIs.
Through our systematic technical review, we clustered
the thematic features of these 40 apps (see Table 1). In
this section, we describe these themes — including appearance, audience, settings, and connection to groundtruth behaviors. In Section 5, we return to these themes,
considering them from a privacy threat-modelling perspective, but this section seeks only to describe the findings of our analysis.

4.1 Terminology
Prior work used a variety of terms—such as “online
status,” “active/activity status,” “presence,” “availability,” or “last seen”—to describe what we refer to as an
OSI; some apps did not explicitly name the feature at
all. Here, we condense this breadth, and we define the
term Online Status Indicator (OSI) to be any feature
that: (1) is intended to reveal to a user whether another
user is or was recently online (i.e., accessing an app,
service, or specific space/content within the app), and
(2) passively updates, without deliberate action by the
user, as they come online and go offline. OSIs across
apps reflect users’ behavior with a wide range of accuracy and precision, but this does not affect whether we
included these OSIs in our analysis.
For the remainder of this section, we refer to both
online status and online status indicators (OSIs). We
use these terms in subtly different ways. An OSI refers
to a visual element that indicates whether someone is
online. Online status is the value that this indicator has
or the information that the indicator conveys (online or
offline), which may or may not match the user’s current behavior. For instance, it may take a considerable
amount of time for an app to reflect that someone has
stopped using it, in which case the OSI might show the
user’s status as online although they are not. In some
apps, users can permanently set their online status to
offline but continue to use the app. In this case, their
online status is offline even when they are actually online. When referring to actual behavior, we use longer
phrases, such as “whether the user is online” or “that
the user is active.”
In apps that include configurable settings for OSIs,
we generally refer to the OSI as being “on” or “off” de-
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Approximate

Table 1. A simplified description of design patterns in 40 apps with OSIs.
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Fig. 3. Beyond simple green dots, apps used a wide variety of icons and text to show that a user was currently online.

pending on whether the app displays the icon and updates its appearance to reflect the user’s online status.
Where necessary, we use additional verbiage to specify
more nuanced information about how an OSI looks or
functions when it is “off.” This is particularly relevant
in Section 5.1, where we describe the apps for which an
adversary could detect whether someone has turned off
their OSI or is actually offline.

4.2 OSI Appearance
We found that the appearance of OSIs (for online
or offline users) consisted of a subset of the abstract
components shown in Figure 1. In this subsection, we
describe the appearance of OSIs when users were online.
OSI Icons. We encountered a number of themes
in the ways that apps indicated that a user was online.
The most common (in 21 of 40 apps) was the use of a
green dot. In many cases, the dot was placed close to
a user’s name or profile picture thumbnail (sometimes
overlapping it) or elsewhere on a user’s profile page. The
appearance of the green dots varied across apps. For
example, the “imo” app’s green dot had a white check
mark in it (Figure 3), and apps used various shades of
green, even in apps made by the same company (for
example, see Facebook and Messenger in Figure 4).
Although approximately half the apps signaled online status with a green dot, we also encountered a long
tail of alternative representations (see Figure 3), including a diverse range of icon shapes and colors. For example, CMB used a clock-like icon (and text) to indicate
whether the user had been online in the past 72 hours;
Jurassic World Alive and ROBLOX used orange and

Fig. 4. In Facebook Apps (i.e., Facebook, Facebook Lite, Messenger, and Messenger Lite), OSIs appeared in several places in
the app. Shown here are green dot OSIs in/on a post, comment,
user’s profile, list of online friends, and conversation view.

Fig. 5. Even though Facebook, Facebook Lite, and Facebook
Messenger are made by the same company, their OSI settings did
not share a consistent appearance.
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blue dots to convey that the user had the app open.
OSIs for users with limited permissions (referred to as
“single-channel guests”) in Slack workspaces used a triangle icon instead of a dot. Additionally, Slack allowed
users to customize color schemes, which affected the
color of OSIs (Figure 3). Thus, despite the common use
of round green icons, nearly half of all apps used OSIs
that deviated from this standard.
OSI Text. Several apps used text such as “Online
Now” or “Active” in place of or in addition to an icon to
represent online status. For example, POF Dating used
a text-based OSI with no icon, but the text was colored green, reminiscent of the green icons in other apps
(Figure 3). At times, this text was used to disambiguate
the information conveyed by an OSI or convey more detailed information about what a user was doing. For example, Hearthstone, Battle.net, ROBLOX, and PUBG
Mobile all used text to specify more about what users
were doing in the app (e.g., which game they were playing), and Hangouts and Battle.net used text to convey
whether a user was accessing the app via a mobile device. We discuss how these design choices contribute to
an adversary’s ability to make inferences about a target
in Section 5.1.
Other Facets of OSI Appearance. Thirteen of
40 apps let users see their own OSIs. For example, the
Facebook Messenger screenshot in Figure 5 (c) shows a
green dot near the account owner’s own name and profile picture. Further, we observed two apps that actively
notified users when their friends came online. Facebook
Messenger displayed a banner that said “[friend’s name]
is active now.” Marco Polo Video Walkie Talkie had a
similar feature and, although it did not have online status settings, it let users exclude themselves from these
“activity updates.”
OSI Appearance for Offline Users. When OSIs
change to show that a user is offline, any text and/or
icons may disappear or change in some way. Figure 6
shows examples of offline versus online users’ OSIs. Because this transition manifests differently in different
parts of the app, we did not systematically observe all
possible offline OSIs in each app (e.g., offline users could
appear differently in each of the Facebook and Messenger pages shown in Figure 4). When users were offline,
25 of 40 apps specified how long ago the user was online.
Of those 25 apps, 5 revealed exactly what time the user
was last online, and 16 gave an approximation, such as
“last seen 4 hours ago.” We return to these findings in
Section 5.1 to explore how they affect whether a user
could covertly turn off their OSI.
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Fig. 6. Examples of online versus offline OSIs in several apps.
Icons and/or text disappeared or changed when users went offline. If the icons or text changed, they did so either statically or
dynamically. That is, in some cases, the text or icon continued to
change as the user stayed offline, typically to indicate how long
the user had been offline.

4.3 Audience
The default audience for an OSI is determined by: (1)
the relationship between users (e.g., whether or not they
are “friends” or “contacts” within the app), and (2) the
scope of what users are accessing or doing in an app
(e.g., “where they are” relative to each other in terms
of which part of the app(s) they are accessing).
Relationship to Other Users. The relationship
between users — e.g., if users are “connected” as friends,
contacts, etc. — is one aspect of OSI audience. The
right-middle and left-bottom images in Figure 7 illustrate typical OSIs visible only to connections versus to
all other users, respectively.
Fifteen apps exposed OSIs to all other users of the
app by default. Twenty-one apps had OSIs with default
visibility only to connections. Of these, 8 let users sign in
or sign up via another service, such as Facebook, typically syncing friends from Facebook to the new app.
LinkedIn did not show online status to anyone initially;
however, audience settings were automatically updated
to make OSIs visible to connections. It was not obvious and beyond our research scope to understand what
prompted this change.
Scope in App. Users’ “location” within an app
relative to other users can factor into the audience for an
OSI. The most prevalent scope for OSIs is between users
accessing the same app, found in 37 of 40 apps. We refer
to this as a Typical OSI. Other OSI scopes are Sub-Area
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and Cross-App, illustrated in the left-middle and rightbottom images in Figure 7, respectively. As discussed in
Section 5, a narrower scope typically implies a smaller
audience but might reveal more details about the user’s
behavior within an app.
Three apps had only Sub-Area OSIs: Slack within
its workspaces, Canvas for its discussion boards, and
Google Docs or Sheets for shared documents. Three
apps had both Typical and Sub-Area OSIs: Hangouts
and imo had conversation-level indicators that revealed
when a chat partner was viewing the conversation, as
shown in Figure 8; ROBLOX showed a list of other users
playing the same mini-game. The (default) audience for
Sub-Area OSIs may differ from the audience for Typical
OSIs even within the same app. For example, in Hangouts, only connections could see Typical OSIs; however,
conversational Sub-Area OSIs revealed when someone
was viewing a conversation that they had not initiated
and had not yet replied to (replying caused the users
to implicitly become contacts, after which the Typical
OSI was visible as well). In all apps we analyzed, mutual
presence in a sub-area was sufficient to describe the audience of a Sub-Area OSI, though some apps restricted
sub-area access.
Cross-App OSIs have a larger scope than a single
app. When users open one app, their OSIs are visible to
users in another app. Two sets of apps we studied had
Cross-App OSIs: (1) Battle.net and Hearthstone, and
(2) Facebook, Messenger, Facebook Lite, and Messenger Lite. We identified these sets of apps from personal
use and knowledge of the apps rather than systematic
analysis, so it is possible that other apps had Cross-App
OSIs that we labelled Typical OSIs. In both of these
groups of apps, the same account was used to access all
apps. In terms of audience, this meant that “friends”
or other connections were consistent across apps (i.e.,
Facebook friends match Messenger contacts). However,
this behavior may still surprise users and, as related in
Section 4.4, other aspects of Cross-App OSIs may place
additional cognitive load on users.

Scopes & Relationships for Designers to Consider
in Determining OSI Audience
Self

A
B

Other user with connection to self
(e.g., friend or contact)

E
F

Sub-Area of App

Any other user, not necessarily
connected to self (e.g., stranger)

C
D
App

Self and this user can see each
other’s OSI (green outline)

Related App

OSI Audiences Observed in Existing Apps
Sub-Area OSI - anyone in area

Typical OSI - only connections
A

A
B

B
E

Sub-Area of App

F

C

C
Related App

Typical OSI - all other users

App

Related App

Cross-App OSI - only connections

A

A
B

Sub-Area of App

B

E
F

Sub-Area of App

C

E
F

C
D

App

F

D

D
App

E

Sub-Area of App

D
Related App

App

Related App

Fig. 7. OSI designers should consider which other users should be
able to see someone’s online status and under what conditions,
in terms of: (1) relationship — whether users are connected as
friends, contacts, etc., and (2) scope — “where” in the app the
users are relative to each other. OSIs visible to other users “in the
same place” (i.e., accessing the same sub-area of an app) may
simulate physical proximity in the real world and limits audience
in one “dimension;” however, OSIs visible within a sub-area implicitly reveal more about what the users are doing rather than
just that they are online. The four figures at the bottom show
default OSI audiences we observed in existing apps.

4.4 Settings
All apps but LinkedIn had OSIs turned on by default.
As shown in Table 2, 20 apps provided settings that let
users turn off or hide their OSIs so that they no longer
corresponded to their actual app/service use. This could
mean that the OSI disappeared completely, changed to
show that the user had turned it off, or that the user

Fig. 8. Hangouts and imo had separate OSIs with Typical scope
and Sub-Area scope showing other users’ presence in a conversation.
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Battle.net

3

Yes, to
Hearthstone

No

Online, Away, Busy,
Appear Offline

Discord

3

n/a

No

Online, Idle,
Do not disturb, Invisible

Facebook

6

No

Yes
Yes

Facebook Lite
No iOS version

5

No

(Google) Hangouts
Only applies to typical OSI for this app;
sub-area OSI does not have settings

5 (Android);
3 (iOS)

n/a

No

Grindr
Settings added between Nov 2018 and
Nov 2019 to both iOS and Android OS

3

n/a

Not able to
observe

Hike

5

n/a

Yes

Everyone,
Friends and Contacts,
Friends, Specific People,
Nobody

imo
Only applies to typical OSI for this app;
sub-area OSI does not have settings

4 (Android);
5 (iOS)

n/a

No

Everyone, Contacts,
Nobody

Instagram

5 (Android);
6 (iOS)

n/a

Yes

LinkedIn

5 (Android);
6 (iOS)

n/a

Yes

(Facebook) Messenger

4

No

Yes

(Facebook) Messenger Lite
No iOS version

5

No

Yes

Skype

3

n/a

No

Slack

3

No, not to other
"workspaces"

No

Steam
Observed only on iOS

3

n/a

No

Telegram
5 (Android);
Changing settings did not have any
4 (iOS)
effect in the Nov 2019 follow-up analysis

n/a

Yes

Tumblr

5

n/a

No

Twitch

4 (Android);
6 (iOS)

n/a

No

Viber

6 (Android);
4 (iOS)

n/a

Yes

3

n/a

No

6 (Android);
5 (iOS)

n/a

Yes

Waze
WhatsApp Messenger
Online status cannot be turned off in
WhatsApp; this row refers to the "Last
Seen" setting in WhatsApp

All LinkedIn Members,
Connections Only,
Nobody

Active, Do not disturb,
Invisible

Everybody, Contacts,
Specific People, Nobody

Online, Busy, Invisible

Everyone, Contacts,
Nobody

Table 2. Properties of apps with OSI settings.

appeared offline indefinitely. Section 5.1 describes these
differences in greater detail.
The design and implementation of OSI settings varied across apps, including similar apps made by the same
company. For example, Figure 5 shows OSI settings in
Facebook (a) and Facebook Lite (b), which were reached
through similar but not identical settings menus; users
reached the equivalent setting in Facebook Messenger
(c) by clicking on the green dot in a non-menu interface. Figure 9 shows screenshots of settings menus for
four additional apps. Waze (a) was the only app for
which a toggle was turned on rather than off to prevent others from seeing online status updates. LinkedIn
(b) was the only app that explicitly prompted users to
notice OSIs and consider changing their settings; however, as previously noted, this cue was accompanied by
an automatic change that made the OSI visible to connected users. WhatsApp (d) had a “Last Seen” option
in its privacy settings, but this only determined whether
the last online time was shown; it was not possible to
prevent others from seeing whether you were currently
online. This may be especially unexpected since four
other apps (Hike (c), Hangouts, imo, and Telegram) also
had a “Last Seen” setting that did turn off OSIs.
Locating OSI Settings. An imperfect measurement of how easily discoverable these controls were is
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the number of clicks it took upon opening the app to
turn off OSIs. This number ranged from 3 to 6 clicks. Of
the 18 apps that let users change their Typical OSI settings within an app, the settings for 9 apps were found in
a “privacy” menu or list. In Twitch, users had to choose
a menu option labelled “account” instead of “privacy”
to find online status settings (Figure 10 b). Battle.net,
on the other hand, let users change OSI settings directly
from their profile via a small arrow next to the OSI icon
rather than navigating through menus (Figure 10 a).
Controlling OSI Audience or “Availability.”
Four apps (Hike, imo, LinkedIn, and Telegram) let users
specify the audience for their OSI in terms of relationship, specifically choosing from groups listed in Table 2. Hike and Telegram further enabled users to specify which individuals could or could not see their online
status updates. The browser version of Facebook did let
users control OSI visibility for specific subsets of friends,
but this was not the case for Android or iPhone Facebook apps. Four other apps allowed a greater range of
expression in terms of availability (e.g., “idle,” “do not
disturb,” or “invisible” in Discord).
Do OSI Settings Propagate? For several apps,
we were able to observe whether OSI settings propagated to other apps or sub-areas. Hearthstone’s OSIs
could not be turned off from within the Hearthstone
app, but they could be turned off by turning off OSIs
in the Battle.net app (thus, the settings propagated
between apps). When users turned off Facebook app
OSIs, an explicit policy informed them that settings
were separate for each app and/or device. That is, settings did not propagate across apps or devices for Facebook. Online status in Slack did not propagate between
workspaces. The study scope did not include non-mobile
apps, but since we personally use Slack on multiple devices, we anecdotally observed that settings for a particular Slack workspace did propagate between devices.
Reciprocity. For 10 apps with OSI settings, users
could still view others’ OSIs even if they had turned
off their own (i.e., the app did not provide reciprocity),
as shown in Figure 11. Viber, which had reciprocity,
let users change their online status setting only once
per 24 hours. While this nudge toward authenticity may
discourage toggling the setting to spy on others, it could
cause users to be temporarily stuck with settings they
did not intend.
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Self
User who can, by
default, see OSI of

A

B

A can see
online status of B

No users have
changed default
OSI settings

Reciprocity for
OSI Settings

No Reciprocity for
OSI Settings

A

A

B

B

A

A

B

B

A

A

B

B

___has hidden
online status

A

___has hidden
online status

Fig. 11. Reciprocity of OSI settings means that a user cannot see
others’ OSIs if they choose to turn off their own.

4.5 Observed OSI Compared to Ground
Truth User Behavior

Fig. 9. Screenshots related to OSI settings in Waze, LinkedIn,
WhatsApp, and Hike. Waze was the only app where users toggled
a setting to “on” to avoid appearing as online. LinkedIn was the
only app that prompted users about OSI settings. Although both
WhatsApp and Hike had a “last seen” setting, the functionality of
this setting was not the same.

OSIs do not always faithfully represent whether a user
is actually online or offline. Disconnects between users’
OSIs and their actual behavior may be caused by users
setting their OSIs to offline or by latency in OSI updates
as users come online or go offline.
We report the time to appear as online or offline in
coarse-grained buckets in Table 1. For all apps, the OSI
updated as fast or faster when users came online compared to when they went offline. In most apps and for all
Sub-Area OSIs, the OSI reflected actual app use within
just a few minutes. Some apps showed only whether a
user had been online within the previous hour, day, or
more (e.g., 72 hours in CMB). We discuss in Section 5.1
how this information, along with several other factors,
affects privacy.

4.6 Comparing OSIs on iOS and Android

Fig. 10. Battle.net users could view their OSI and change their
OSI settings directly from their profile page view. Twitch users
may have found it unintuitive that OSI settings were not in the
Security and Privacy menu.

The majority of differences between OSIs on iOS and
Android pertained only to the number of clicks required
to see an OSI or find OSI settings. However, more substantial differences existed in Grindr, imo, Telegram,
and FB Messenger Kids, as reported in Tables 1 and 2.
For example, a Grindr feature let paid users appear “invisible,” which the app UI specified was new. Whether
the differences were due to design inconsistencies, actual differences between Android and iOS, or changes to
both Android and iOS over time, this follow-up analysis
demonstrated that OSIs in most apps were relatively
consistent. More substantial differences may exist be-
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tween desktop or browser and mobile versions of apps
and should be explored in future work.

5 Discussion and Design
Recommendations
We found great diversity in OSI appearance, default
audience, settings, and connection to actual user behavior in existing apps. The variance of OSI design
and implementations across apps leads to vast inconsistencies in how users’ activity was represented and
shared, which likely would make it difficult for users to
anticipate and/or control how their online status will be
reflected to others. In this section, we first discuss how
OSI implementations could enable or hinder adversarial
observations of another user’s OSI. Building on this
discussion and informed by prior work and prevalent
OSI patterns we identified across apps, we present a set
of suggestions to guide designers toward implementing
more consistent and privacy-conscious OSIs. Finally, we
consider how our findings lead to novel ideas for OSI
implementations that go beyond existing designs.

5.1 Threat Modelling OSI Designs
We now consider how the OSI design decisions we document might affect the privacy of a user targeted by an
adversary.
Adversarial Inferences about User Behavior.
The inferences an adversary can make about a target
depend upon the accuracy with which they can infer
ground truth app use and other information that the
OSI conveys about the target’s behavior.
The granularity with which an adversary can monitor a target’s app use is a function of how precisely an
OSI reflects changes in a user’s behavior, including both
the amount of time it takes for users to appear online or
offline and the consistency of this time span. Consider
Hangouts as a concrete example of how an adversary
might leverage timing and consistency information to
track someone’s app use. Users consistently appeared
online almost immediately and appeared offline 15 minutes after they stopped using the app. An adversary
would know that the target was actually online around
the time they came online and actually quit the app approximately 15 minutes before their OSI changed to offline. If the target user appeared online for an extended
period of time, an adversary could determine that they
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were actually online at least once every 15 minutes in
that period, though they could not know exactly how
many times or when the target opened and closed the
app. On the other hand, in apps like Slack and Google
Docs, whose OSIs update almost immediately as users
come and go from the app, an adversary could infer behavior with higher confidence and precision.
As noted in Section 4.2, some text-based OSIs convey more information than merely whether a user is online or offline, for example, whether the user is accessing
the app via a mobile or desktop device (as in Hangouts)
or what they are doing within the app (as in Battle.net).
The scope of an OSI can also suggest what a target
might be doing in the app. Sub-Area OSIs implicitly
tell users that they are both accessing the same sub-area
of an app. Cross-App OSIs do not necessarily reveal as
much as Typical or Sub-Area OSIs about what the observed user is doing, although in practice we observed
that the former sometimes revealed which app the observed user was accessing (e.g., Facebook showed users
as “Active on Messenger” or “Active on Facebook”).
Additionally, simply using certain apps might leak
information. For example, coming online to a dating
app for the first time in a while might lead an adversary to conclude that the observed user is newly single
or considering cheating; seeing that a user has opened
Waze on a weekday evening might suggest that they are
leaving work. Thus, although OSIs in frequently used
apps might provide more opportunities for adversaries
to monitor use, this does not imply that OSIs in rarely
used or less popular apps pose a smaller privacy risk.
Detecting Changes to OSI Settings. Further
exploring OSI trustworthiness, an adversary may wish
to know whether a target has turned off their OSI. If
turning off an OSI changes its appearance such that it
looks different than if they had their OSI on (but were
offline), it would be obvious that the target has changed
the OSI setting but potentially impossible to determine
whether they are currently online. For example, it was
clear in WhatsApp that a user had turned off the “last
seen” setting because the area that normally showed
the last online time was blank when the user was offline.
In apps where turning off an OSI causes the OSI
to appear as though the target were offline, it would be
harder but not impossible to detect that the target user
had changed this setting. Taking the previous example
of Hangouts, although users consistently appeared offline 15 minutes after they actually went offline, turning
off the OSI caused a user to appear offline immediately.
To ensure that others could not detect when they turn
off OSIs, users would need to stay online for 15 minutes
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before they actually changed the setting while refraining
from observable app activity.
Adversarial Ease of Monitoring OSIs. Although we recognize that some users (e.g., people experiencing domestic abuse) may need to protect themselves against highly motivated adversaries, OSI designs
that make it more difficult for an adversary to monitor
OSIs may discourage malicious behavior. Likewise, certain OSI designs could enable even casual observers to
draw conclusions about a user’s behavior.
As discussed in Section 3, an adversary who wants
to monitor someone’s OSI with high precision and accuracy might need to take certain actions, like repeatedly refreshing or restarting the app. These added steps
would not prevent a dedicated adversary (or an adversary who could automate OSI observation) from tracking someone, but they might discourage casual adversarial behavior. In this respect, Tumblr might be especially
effective at discouraging adversaries. Its OSI descriptive text, while always technically correct, was phrased
so that a single OSI observation provided only vague insight into a user’s actual behavior: if the user was online,
multiple refreshes of their profile would display either
“Active in the last hour” or “Active in the last 2 hours.”
Apps that show precisely how long ago someone was
online create a more persistent record of activity than
OSIs that show only online status. For example, if someone is online in the middle of the night, anyone who
comes online before that person’s next use of the app
could see that they were active at an unusual hour.
Ability to Target Specific Users. Although 14
apps expose OSIs to all other users by default, it may
have been nontrivial to target a specific person. For example, in dating apps like Grindr and Match, profiles
(which include OSIs) were visible to nearby users, so an
adversary would see someone’s OSI, though it would be
difficult to look up specific users. WhatsApp users could
be looked up from their phone numbers. Depending on
the adversary’s relationship to the target user it may be
easier or harder for them to see a specific target user’s
OSI in these apps.
Automated and/or Scaled Attacks. All of the
data collection in this work was done manually, representing the capabilities of an adversary who may be
committed but is not particularly technically savvy;
however, the implications we draw also apply to an
adversary who automatically programmatically collects
online status information about a target user (e.g., by
using underlying services’ APIs if available, such as for
Skype [16], or instrumenting their phone to take screenshots at regular intervals). Such automated observa-
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tion of OSIs enables a scaled attack, whereby an adversary could concurrently collect OSI data for many
users. Although 22 apps in our analysis had OSIs that
were visible only to “friends” or contacts, prior work
has shown that many users accept friend requests from
strangers [30]. Thus, this risk is not limited to apps with
globally viewable OSIs. Additionally, automated observations would enable an adversary targeting a specific
person to collect and leverage longitudinal OSI data,
which could more reliably expose patterns in the target’s app usage than manual observations.

5.2 Best Practices
Our findings systematically characterize common design
patterns in this space and therefore document themes
that users are likely to encounter when engaging with
OSIs. Here, we describe preliminary design recommendations based on the patterns we identify — which likely
influence and inform user expectations about OSIs —
coupled with prior work. Future work remains to empirically validate these recommendations with users.
Green Color Scheme. Over half of the apps we
studied (21) already used green dots to indicate that
a user was online. Prior work has documented that external consistency — that is, consistency across different
experiences that perform similar functions [18] — improves users’ performance and understanding [4]. Thus,
there is theoretical justification for hypothesizing that
the green dot design will more readily convey OSI functionality to a user. We encourage designers to reuse the
green-dot pattern to indicate that a user is online, and
future work could evaluate its efficacy with users.
Salient OSIs. In many apps, we found that OSIs
appear in prominent places, such as in user profiles,
news feeds, or lists of friends. Many apps display status
changes with high salience as well, for example, notifying users proactively when someone comes online.
This prominence has the potential to increase users’
cognizance that their own online status is being shared,
and prior work has shown that interface design can
systematically influence users’ public and private selfawareness [23, 25, 32]. Thus, designers may have levers
at their disposal to increase or decrease users’ awareness
of what they disclose through their OSIs, and displaying
online status in prominent locations and showing a user
their own OSI removes the need for the user to imagine
what others might observe.
Conservative Defaults. More restrictive audience defaults have the potential to help users avoid
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OSI-related privacy violations. Our app analysis showed
that nearly half of apps with OSIs expose a user’s OSI
information to all other users of the application by
default. Prior work has shown that users consistently
underestimate their audience when using social apps
[7], suggesting that many people may be unaware of
the breadth of their OSI audience. Other work has also
suggested that presence information be made available
only to contacts [10]; here, we show that it is common
for apps to violate this recommendation. Apps could
funnel users toward making a deliberate decision about
whether to share their online status by: 1) providing
more restrictive audience defaults, 2) turning online
status off by default, and 3) actively prompting users
to choose whether they prefer to appear online.
Provide OSI Settings. Designers should include
a mechanism to turn off UI that automatically broadcasts online status. Approximately half of the apps in
our analysis (19, plus Grindr’s newly-added feature for
paid users and Hearthstone’s ability to change this via
the Battle.net app) already do this. As recommended
in prior research [20], OSI settings that let users specify
whether OSIs are on for specific friends can give users
additional control.
Undetectable Changes to Settings. In some of
the apps we reviewed, an observer could detect when
a user was truly offline versus when they had simply
adjusted their settings to appear offline. By obscuring
this difference and making it impossible for observers to
detect whether someone has turned off OSIs, designers
can better represent the user’s intention of appearing
unavailable.
No Reciprocity. Buchenscheit et al. found that
participants were hesitant to turn off their own “last
seen” indicators because they wanted to see others’ [10].
We found that 10 of 19 apps with OSI settings enforce
reciprocity, such that viewing another user’s OSI requires displaying one’s own.
While reciprocity of OSI settings could be seen as
a nudge towards social connection, app-enforced reciprocity could result in coercive contracts in which users
who wish to view the OSI of someone who is willing
to share it can do so only by compromising their own
privacy preferences. We recommend that apps do not require reciprocal OSI sharing to see someone else’s OSI.
Immediate online/offline updates. As discussed, low-level implementation details, such as how
long it takes for users to appear online or offline after
opening or closing an app, can affect an adversary’s ability to monitor someone via their OSI. Although short
update times create a more fine-grained record of a per-
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son’s behavior, we believe that it is preferable for OSIs
to immediately reflect when someone comes online or
goes offline, because this lets users more intuitively anticipate what others will be able to observe. However,
especially if an app lacks settings to covertly turn off
OSIs, a longer update time may be preferable since it
provides plausible deniability as to whether a user was
actually online at any given time.

5.3 Design Concepts for Managing
Presence
Since our taxonomy of OSIs covers a wide range of designs, we used the taxonomy to scaffold a brainstorming
exercise within our research team focused on alternative
OSI deigns that do not currently exist. Here, we present
some designs that we think are especially promising.
Because of the randomness in the way that Tumblr displays OSIs (see Section 5.1), we could observe
a user’s online/offline behaviors only by repeatedly refreshing the app. This, and all of the implementations
of OSIs that we observed, support the likely undesirable behavior of obsessively checking and tracking another user’s OSI. The ability to do this covertly could
be minimized by creating a query-able OSI that shows
users who accessed their OSIs and when. If an app requires users to actively seek out OSI information (rather
than noticing it casually while using the app), it would
be possible to apply rate-limits to the frequency with
which they could view someone’s online status or leverage concepts from differential privacy research to limit
the amount that any one person’s online status could
be viewed by others, providing theoretical guarantees
about the inferences adversaries could make.
The apps we analyzed have three general “modes”
for how OSIs might reflect online status: (1) accurately
reflecting whether the user is online or offline, (2) causing the user to appear as though they were offline, or (3)
showing some other static OSI such as that the user has
turned off their OSI. Letting users choose a schedule
for when they should or should not appear as online,
letting users appear to be online at random intervals,
or letting users continuously appear online, even while
offline, would be interesting alternatives to explore. Notably, a third-party service or client-side program could
approximate some of these functionalities without requiring buy-in from app developers (i.e., causing a user
to appear online when desired, not necessarily related
to them actually opening the app), which could be used
to always appear as online.
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Fig. 12. We propose a third-party OSI manager to help users control OSIs for multiple apps or accounts using a unified interface.
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A Appendix A: Apps Identified
for Analysis
We identified 184 apps for analysis based on several inclusion criteria (see Section 3), designed to include popular apps from a variety of app genres and target audiences, with an intentional bias toward apps that have
OSIs. All 184 apps are listed in Table 3.

B Appendix B: Screenshots of
OSIs in All 40 Apps with OSIs
Although many of the OSI characteristics we describe
in this paper cannot be captured in a single screenshot,
we include screenshots from all 40 apps with OSIs to
capture the wide range of OSI icon designs in this set.
Screenshots have been altered to remove account data.
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Table 3. The 184 apps included in analysis, sorted by inclusion criteria. Numbers next to apps indicate that they fall within multiple
inclusion criteria. Apps are shown with different font color and style based on high-level findings, such as whether they have social
features or OSIs.
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Fig. 13. Screenshots of apps with green dot OSIs, shown alphabetically. Many of these OSIs also include text or other OSI features to
convey redundant or additional information.
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(Google) Hangouts

Happn

Hearthstone

Hike

imo

Marco Polo Video...

MyFitnessPal

OfferUp

POF Dating

PUBG Mobile

Telegram

Viber

CoffeeMeetsBagel

Google Sheets

Waze

Steam
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WhatsApp

Jurassic World Alive

ROBLOX

Fig. 14. Screenshots of apps with OSIs that are not green dots, separated into two groups: those with a text-only OSI (above the line)
and those with an icon that is not a green dot (below the line). For apps with text-only OSIs, the exact text can vary in content and
color. Some apps, such as Hearthstone, convey more information than simply whether a user is online.

